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cooling off—
our feet in the river
with the ducks
– Lorin Ford

I hear the nuns
roaring over Seinfeld's
show about nothing
– Marilyn Potter

the distant melody
of an ice-cream truck
– Maria Tomczak

clinking single malts
on the balcony
– Paul MacNeil

paper planes
by the window
ready for his bag
– Sanjuktaa Asopa

halfway across the world
a skein of clouds halfway
across the moon
– Michael Henry Lee

welcome to Gaza
from Banksy and friends
– Betty Shropshire

one last circle dance
before the lights go out
– Barbara A Taylor

somewhere a missing key
among sprouts
of green grass
– Maureen Virchau

and a pot of daffodils
at the end of the rainbow
– Marion Clarke

on re-entry
the cosmonaut inhales
the scent of her body
– Patrick Sweeney

his pride tied to the bedpost
with her thermal undies
– Karen Cesar